
What is a Certified Divorce Financial 
Analyst?

A financial specialist certified by the Institute 
for Divorce Financial Analysts (IDFA) and 
specially trained in the financial and tax 
issues associated with divorce.

I founded CURO Wealth 
Management in June of 2014 
with 20+ years of industry 
experience.  In Latin, curo 
means “to take care”, and at 
CURO Wealth Management 
we keep those words in mind 
every day when working with 
clients.  We set ourselves apart 
by providing customized 
services that address every 
aspect of their financial lives.  
We know that individuals often 
find managing their finances to 
be a daunting task.  We strive to 

empower our clients to control their financial lives both now 
and in the future while knowing that we are here to help along 
the way.

As a Certified Divorce Financial Analyst (CDFA) I also have the 
unique opportunity to be an advocate for my clients during 
one of the most trying events in their lives – divorce.  Lack 
of financial expertise in a divorce often leads to mistakes and 
inequitable division of assets.  I work in conjunction with legal 
advisors and mental health professionals to provide my clients 
with a clear understanding of their finances and help them 
reach an agreement that is truly fair and protective of their 
financial well-being.

Prior to founding CURO Wealth Management, I was a Partner 
at Penn Wealth Planning, LLC. and had a successful career 
as a financial advisor at Merrill Lynch.  I earned a degree 
in mathematics and finance from The Wharton School, 
University of Pennsylvania and a CDFA designation from the 
Institute for Divorce Financial Analysts.  I am also the proud 
recipient of The Women’s Choice Award which is given as 
recognition to advisors who provide quality service to their 
female clients.

Securities and advisory services offered through Commonwealth Financial Network,® 
Member FINRA/SIPC, a Registered Investment Adviser. Fixed insurance products and 
services offered through CES Insurance Agency. Commonwealth does not provide 
legal or tax advice. Please consult with a legal or tax professional regarding your 
situation.

The Women’s Choice Award is based on 17 objective criteria associated with 
providing quality service to women clients such as credentials, experience and a 
favorable regulatory history, among other factors.  Financial advisors do not pay a 
fee to be considered or placed on the final list of Women’s Choice Award® Financial 
Advisors, though they may have paid a basic program fee to cover the cost of 
comprehensive review and client survey.  For more information please visit www.
womenschoiceaward.com. 
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“Planning is bringing the future into
the present so that you can do

something about it now.” 

- Alan Lakein

Divorce Financial Planning

Marianna A. Goldenberg 
Founder | CDFA™

What are the five common mistakes 
a Certified Divorce Financial Analyst 
can help me avoid?

1. Accepting an equal 50/50 split when 
it is not a fair and equitable division of 
property.

2. Keeping the house when you can’t afford 
it.

3. Forgetting to take appropriate measures to 
guarantee alimony and/or child support 
payments.

4. Using unrealistic assumptions when 
determining long-term financial needs.

5. Failing to take into account how financial 
issues are interrelated and the tax 
implications.

Why should I use a Certified Divorce 
Financial Analyst?

Taking a collaborative approach to the 
divorce process will often yield positive 
results. Including a financial specialist, who 
will work hand-in-hand with your attorney, 
increases the likelihood that you will receive 
a fair and financially equitable settlement. 
A Certified Divorce Financial Analyst will 
ensure you have a clear understanding of 
your post-divorce financial situation before 
you reach an agreement and help you make 
the best choices to protect your short and 
long-term financial well-being.



Divorce can be one of the most 
traumatic events in life. Many 
important financial decisions have 
to be made during a time of high 
emotional stress and uncertainty. 
Having an advocate who will focus 
on your financial well-being and 
provide an objective viewpoint can 
help reduce some of the anxiety.

We understand that most couples 
do try to reach a mutually agreeable 
settlement. Unfortunately, what looks 
fair today may not be equitable over 
time. Our Certified Divorce Financial 
Analyst can be your guide during the 
divorce process by explaining your 
options and leading you through the 
many difficult choices you will face.

Key Points

• Financial expertise is often 
missing from the divorce 
process.

• Empowerment comes from 
understanding the long-
term results of your financial 
settlement from the start.

• Planning early is much easier 
than wishing you could 
change things later.

Financial decisions 
made during the 
divorce process will 
affect you for the 
rest of your life.

Financial guidance at each stage 
of your divorce can help you 
make more informed decisions.

Preparation – If you are contemplating separation 
or divorce, we take a complete financial inventory 
and help you identify all marital property. We also 
aid in assembling the required documents if you 
decide to move forward with the decision.

Settlement Negotiation – During your divorce 
negotiations, we use specialized tools to generate 
multiple settlement scenarios.  We discuss the 
long-term economic and tax consequences of 
each option with you in a way you can understand. 
By capturing the most reliable financial picture 

over time and accurately forecasting how long your 
assets will last, we can spell out the future impact 
of your divorce settlement before you enter an 
agreement with your spouse.

Financial Independence – Once your divorce is 
finalized, we open new accounts and arrange for 
the transfer of your settlement assets. We assist 
in developing a budget for your new financial 
situation and design a comprehensive personalized 
investment strategy based on your independent 
financial goals.


